Contextual Lens Protocol
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The Contextual Lens Protocol was created to support facilitators with the goal of teaching & learning for
understanding and transfer1. This protocol helps us to gain deeper insight and engage in reflective,
evidence-based discourse about any given topic because context matters. As we read, observe, reflect
and dialogue with each other, we must be aware of the variety of contexts under which we think and
speak. When we are clear and explicit about our “lens”, we help our-selves & others gain greater
understanding. This understanding allows for deepened collective work for change.

Contextual Lenses
Historical
Political
Economic
Social/Societal

Cultural
Inquiry
Linguistic
Reflective/Reflexive
Gender
Religion/Spirituality
Positional
Supposition
“Open” Lens (created by the Individual)

Step 1. Input: Reading, Thinking, Listening
As you are taking “in” information, attempt to identify how you are processing it.
Questions to consider:
• What themes arise? Why?
• How am I processing this information? Why?
Step 2. Process: Internal & Respective
Identify the contextual lens[es] that naturally help you to gain greater understanding about the
topic/content. Choose from the list of 12 lenses. * TIP: Less is more.
Step 3. Output: Debate, Dialogue, Discourse…Write!
Practice engaging through your contextual lens by being explicit, using evidence, and including
your personal narrative. Always remember that your own positional lens is unique which helps
others (including yourself) further understand the content/theme.
Step 4. Reflect & Reflex
Consider how your thinking has evolved based on a conversation you have had with your
colleague/s or after journaling, reflecting, etc…. Ask yourself the following questions.
• Which contextual lens do I often use?
• Which contextual lens will push me to think “deeper”?
• Which contextual lens challenges me?
• How & why might my awareness help colleagues/students engage
differently?...Authentically?

1

Transfer is a concept based on Understanding by Design where curriculum and assessment goals help students gain skills and
understanding that transfer beyond the learning environment and into real-world contexts.
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Contextual Lenses Defined
Contextual Lens

Considerations

Historical
Political
Economic

Social/Societal

Cultural

Linguistic
Religion/Spirituality
Gender
Positional
Inquiry
Reflective/Reflexive
Supposition
“Open” Lens

(created by the Individual)

Global, local timelines, and events. Think about the people who shaped the stories that may influence
other contextual lenses. How are these stories documented? How does your life history shape your lens?
Global local laws, regulations and policies that affect people, communities and the environment. How
might individuals engage civically? Think about the individuals, structures, systems and principles that
impact the other contextual lenses. How have your ideas/experiences with politics shaped your lens?
Global, local systems and structures that impact the distribution of wealth. Think about the individuals who
use their capital to create systems of power to generate a desired outcome in a particular place, region, or
territory. How might this contextual lens influence the others? How does your personal economic systems
& experiences shape your lens?
Society is made up of people and places and a host of endless contributions and factors that make societies
unique. This contextual lens is grounded in the global, national, and local communities and the structures,
institutions and individuals that help thrive and survive. How does a community express itself? How might
people engage with each other collectively? How does your experience with [community] shape your lens?
Attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, customs, etc. that are shaped from and for individuals and groups. Culturebuilding is a collective process and relies on a technology to aid in its growth over time. Which of the other
contextual lenses impact a culture? How might culture influence the other contextual lenses? How does
your culture[s] shape your lens?
Language, both verbal and non-verbal, has the ability to both empower and disempower individuals and
communities. Global and local considerations must be explored and are dependent on many of the other
contextual lenses. How might language influence the individual and the collective? How does your
linguistic story shape your lens?
Core beliefs and practices that are sometimes defined by the “indefinable” and/or by sacred texts and
stories from the past. How do individuals shape the collective? How might the collective shape individuals?
How does a spirituality lens help you to understand yourselves and others, including society?
Consider the biological aspects of an individual and presumed roles within a variety of contexts, including
cultural, societal, and political lenses. How are stories about gender [roles] originated, interpreted and
perpetuated over time? How does your [gendered] stories shape your lens?
Our individual experiences and stories create our values beliefs and influence our actions. This is the core of
your reflective stance as you consider the various contextual lenses. How does who you are influence
where you are? How does where you are challenge your “position”?
Consider the questions that represent introspective and compelling ideas. These questions are rooted in
your position, as well as influenced by other contexts. How can our questions help us and others view a
“story” from multiple and different perspectives?
When we reflect, we self “check” and ask ourselves the questions that push our thoughts and actions to
other[deeper] levels of understanding. There is also an element of accountability that is associated with
reflection, if done with authenticity and integrity. Reflexivity pushes us to use our self-awareness to propel
us into action. How does my awareness of ______ help me to ______?
Suppose you have [new] insights about a particular story, event, community, policy or experience based on
an “input” or discourse with others. One might ask, What if ______ occurred differently? How might I
develop the skills, ideas, and understandings necessary for the creation of a new story?
Consider other lenses that are employed as you engage with various texts, stories, factors, etc.… What lens
helps you think deeper about the story of others? What lens will help your students/colleagues grow as
learners?...contributors?....change-makers?
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